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Dr. James Levine of Mayo Clinic lab in the 

US  argues in his book that ‘Sitting hurts more 

people than smoking & every hour we sit, two 

hours of our lives walk away. 
Dr. James Levine 

Written by Dr. James Levine Korean translated book 
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There are lots of news & researches reporting the bad effects of long sitting recently. 



So, standing desks are currently on the 
market that are suggested to be used by 

chair life people alternatively. 
Back pressure is so bad for your back 
bones and spines 

General sitting posture 
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pressure 

Hard to sit in the right posture because your 
tailbone touches   the seat & get pressured 
when you sit in a single seat chair. 

Your intervertebral disc is not good due to 
slump sitting 

The pressure on pelvis increases 
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When sitting in a conventional chair When sitting in the HARAchair 

1. It's hard to maintain to sit in a right posture.  

   So, back spinal S line shape collapses 

2. Possibility to have an intervertebral disc disease. 

1. HARAchair makes it possible to sit in the  right posture 

   Then, the  original S line  shape  spine is maintained. 

    Also, spinal protection  is possible. 

2. Prevent from  lumbar intervertebral disc. 

HARAchair  Feature 1 



Pelvis 
   hip  joint 

  Pelvis is an inverted triangle 

The moving two seats of HARAchair support 
our pelvis in each other side that makes our 
pelvis a stable triangle shape. Also, it 
makes possible to sit in the straight right 
posture. HARAchair is the only one chair 
with this feature in the world. 

HARAchair  Feature 2 

Weight of bearing of Pelvis ; 
Body weight is borne on  sacrum  and 
then  transmitted  through  sacroiliac. 



HARAchair seat pressure 
distribution mechanism. 

Most of chairs on 
the markets are 
consist of  
2 parts with 
back and a 
single seat. 

HARAchair 
consists of 
3 parts with 
back and two 
separate seats. 
It makes more 
comfortable and 
stable to our body. 

HARAchair two seats HARAchair  one seat 

HARAchair  Feature 3 



 Now, 'YOU DO NOT NEED TO GET UP’  
if you sit in the HARAchair 

HARAchair is optimized to 

human body structure. 

HARAchair seats move vertically 
according to the weight of the upper  
human’s  body.  
It’s the world first innovative chair. 
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No sitting pressure on 
pelvis 

Sitting pressure on pelvis 

■ HARAchair  has the world first seat pressure distribution system . 

■ HARAchair  is good for intervertebral disc or low back problem. 

■ HARAchair  provides better air & blood circulation in the perineum. 

■ HARAchair  helps prevent from diseases caused by chair life. 

■ HARAchair  is being registered as an ‘Excellent Product’ & ‘Hi Seoul’ brand -  

                             (The excellent company brand of Seoul)’  by Korea government. 

■ HARAchair is being exported more than 10 million US dollars to other countries such as 

                            Germany, Denmark, US, Japan, Singapore, Russia, Thailand and etc. 

(Korea Orthopedics & Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center)  
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              HARAchair on Media worldwide 
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HARAchair with Mr. Bill Kizorek, a famous  

international video producer, in USA. 

HARAchair  

on Thailand TV 

HARAchair  on  Korea  TV 



“I love my Hara Chair. I use it every single day. I never get a backache.  

It is extremely comfortable. I even have a short video I can send you where I am talking about it”  

- Bill Kizorek 

A famous producer in US, Mr. Bill Kizorek who has worked with Oprah Winfrey loves HARAchair 

so much.  So, he allowed us to use his photos and words. He bought a HARAchair himself. 



Thank you. 

Hara Tech Co., Ltd. will be keep going for  

better healthy life of human being. 
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